Guidelines for Using Chia Network’s Trademarks and Copyrighted Materials on the Web

Chia Network encourages free exchange of information via the Internet. Nonetheless, Chia Network is vigilant in protecting all components of its brand, including the Chia Network trademarks, service marks, logos, and copyrighted materials. To help you avoid infringement of Chia Network’s Intellectual Property rights, Chia Network sets forth the following guidelines for the use of its trademarks and copyrighted materials on the Internet. These guidelines, in addition to all other Chia Network trademark and copyright policies and guidelines, are subject to change at any time and without notice.

**Domain Names**

Do not use Chia, Chia Network or any other Chia Network’s trademarks as all or part of a domain name without securing a written permission from Chia Network. Examples of inappropriate use of the CHIA mark in a domain name include: www.chialab.com; www.ychia.org; and www.thechiaplot.net. When in doubt, please contact chiaip@chia.net for a complete listing of Chia Network trademarks.

**Linking and Framing**

- Do not use a hyperlink or deep-link (bypasses homepage and brings user directly to an interior page) to present any work created by Chia Network as your own.
- Do not use a hyperlink or deep-link in a way that is likely to confuse, or to imply affiliation, endorsement or sponsorship unless such affiliation, endorsement or sponsorship has been created through a written agreement with Chia Network.
- Do not use a hyperlink or deep-link to defame, disparage, or harm the reputation of Chia Network, its employees, partners, vendors, or other related companies.
- Do not use a hyperlink or deep-link to violate the rights of or defame, disparage, or harm any person or entity.
- Do link to the Chia Network homepage or interior pages using hypertext.
- Do hyperlink to the Chia Network’s homepage. If you do, you must ensure that the end user understands they will leave your website and enter the Chia Network’s homepage.
- Do deep-link only when there is a requirement for information about Chia Network’s technologies, services or products. If you do, you must ensure that the end user understands they will leave your website and enter Chia Network’s website.
- Do not frame any Chia Network content, including its websites and webpages.

**Re-Hosting**

Re-hosting is presenting a copy of a Chia Network webpage while keeping that copy on your server. Do not re-host any Chia Network content, including webpages and applications without written permission from Chia Network. You may request permission to re-host by contacting permissions@chia.net.
Meta-tag

Unless specifically authorized by Chia Network, do not use Chia, Chia Network or any Chia trademarks in the meta-tags of your website.

Trademarks

Do not use any Chia Network trademarks such as the Chia word mark, the Chia Logo, or the Chia Leaf Logo on your website without written permission from Chia Network. Do not display any Chia Network trademarks prominently or as the visual focal point of your web content. Read the Chia Network Trademark Policy.

Derivative Work

- Do not create new content based on any Chia Network copyrighted content, unless expressly authorized by Chia Network.
- Do not adapt or modify Chia Network original works, including the Chia Network color scheme, visual appearance, graphic design, webpage content.

See the Chia Network Copyright Policy for more information.

Disclaimer
These Guidelines are not intended to serve as legal advice. Please consult your own attorney about your legal rights. For questions about Guidelines for Using Chia Network’s Trademarks and Copyrighted Materials on the Web, please contact chiaip@chia.net.